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Restorative Reproductive Medicine (RRM) is the medical discipline that focuses exclusively on
supporting, restoring, and optimizing natural reproductive function.
RRM heals, treats and transforms the lives of patients and those that provide care.

JOIN US.
TOGETHER. LET'S TRANSFORM REPRODUCTIVE MEDICINE.

What is the IIRRM?

Can Students or Residents join IIRRM?

IIRRM is a charitable international institute that aims to
advance excellence in RRM by supporting practice and

Yes! We welcome students and offer a discounted

research through mentorship, education, and

membership for full-time students (only $20 per year).

collaboration. Our members are a growing network of
healthcare professionals who share a common goal:

Early career, finding relevant medical education,

building a future in which RRM, becomes the standard of

mentors, and research is a challenge! We offer

care for reproductive health services.

conferences, webinars, forums, and a community for you
to learn the basics of RRM, as well as to hear and

Organization and Clinic Memberships

interact with leaders in the field. You can grow your

In addition to individual memberships for teachers and

critical research skills further through our monthly journal

healthcare professionals, organizations and clinics can

clubs and even give a mentored presentation.

register so employees/members can receive 20% off
memberships and conference registration, as well as

The skills and tools you learn will enable you to offer

gain opportunities for advertising, collaboration, and

patient-centered reproductive and women's health care

other benefits. One size doesn't fit all, so please email us

that treats, heals, and empowers the patient.

to tailor to your organizational needs.

IIRRM MEMBER BENEFITS...
Discounts on regional and international RRM conferences with the opportunity to present your research
Live CME-accredited webinars, including monthly Journal Club and Grand Rounds
An extensive library of recorded webinars, past conferences, and research that has become a growing
resource for the RRM field for over 15 years
Online forums including case discussions, job & events board, private member messaging, tools for practice
Discounted access to the First RRM Global Summit streamed live on February 18-20 2022
Engage in a community that takes an active role in shaping the future of Reproductive Medicine
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